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By John Jerome Nowak

United States of America a Democracy Lost

May 28, 2004
A democracy is lost, when government selects and aligns itself with human behavior groups ( philosophy,
psychology ), through government funding, given them official expertise status, involuntary enforcement in our courts,
government agencies, armed forces, schools and universities (their grand buildings liken to temples of the state), by the
amount of trillions of tax dollars, over the human behavior group of Christianity.
Is this not the same as if Government selected any of the particular human behavior groups of Christianity,
promoting and establishing it through government trillions of dollars, having bureaucrats in grand surroundings such as
universities (temples of the state), courts, government agencies, indoctrinating? The majority of the young men and woman
force to having to partake in their studies?
Will not this relatively new human behavior group (philosophy, psychology of the state) in a century been
promoted, established by the government's trillions of dollars, eventually grow so large as to overwhelm Christianity's human
behavior group 20 centuries old?
The human behavior group, Christianity is promoted and establish only by the people, not the state. Has Christianity
an even, fair playing field to win the minds and hearts of the people, when the other human behavior group (philosophy,
psychology) has government's trillions of dollars to establish and be promoted?
What comes of Christianity? They become marginalized, push out of the daily dialogue in society. Their principles
are reduced to all kinds of false assumptions promoted and established by government bureaucrats (psychologist, tenured
professors, and teachers) and their students. This large tree of philosophy and psychology growing by the large unnatural
ROOT (Trillions of tax dollars), is unconstitutional. It’s an unnatural growth of and by the government employees, which is
not by the people. The ROOT has taken away a large portion of the Nation's revenues, sapping the life out of the tree of
religion and morality and our nation's resources, attributing to the national deficit.
Where if left to its natural growth, the large tree of philosophy and psychology would be much smaller, its growth
varying from age to age, supported only by private means of the people, by the people. Where as the smaller tree today of
religion and morality would be much larger, as it was the first hundred years of our country, not having to compete unfairly.
Receiving its natural nourishment of the people, by the people , for the people, not being strangled, cut off.

It is very noble, honorable, private individuals and private institutions for many years have fought against the evil
fruit of Philosophy and psychology , however this alone is going to be increasingly unfruitful. WHY?
Millions of young woman and men EVERY YEAR, who being young, many for the first time leaving parents,
having none or only feeble, immature principles of morality and religion, particularly of Christianity, attend government
universities. They become mesmerized by the grand buildings of universities, colleges, schools, enamored by their
professors, teachers in philosophy and psychology, an artificial, unnatural setting, a promoted , establishment of and by the
government employees. Even more so today the affect on society after almost century of government promoting and
establishing philosophy and psychology upon the young men and woman of our country. Which this artificial , unnatural
environment, pressure from tenured professors, seduces, hoodwinks these young men and women, into the mental
disposition "this is the way to become wise“, some to be given the status AS EXPERTS in human behavior, IN SOCIETY
AND declared BY GOVERNMENT AGENCIES". A government promoted and established human behavior group,
philosophy, psychology, indoctrinating, with numerous false assumptions about religion and morality, particularly
Christianity. A democracy is lost, when these same students by the millions, especially the last forty years, voted in elections,
base upon their many false assumptions, taught and influence, force upon them from philosophy and psychology ( funded by
trillions of tax dollars in associated government institutions, buildings, employees).
In contrast a genuine democracy is having only human behavior groups of the people, by the people ( solely private
funded and supported ), for the people ( to elect representatives to champion their principles, in which to create laws to
govern ).
What must be done? We must use the righteous patriot determination to cut off the unnatural ROOT, funding of
trillions of tax dollars in associated government institutions, buildings, government employees, unnaturally nourishing the
unnatural large tree philosophy, psychology in government.
By
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Restoration
Government “by” the People
Freedom from
Government establishment of Philosophy , Psychology
07-14-2004
There is a great injustice in our nation, how much longer ? Who among private citizens and elected representatives
have inner principles of biblical fortitude, justice, wisdom, will act decisively?
Call for the amendment to the Constitution, Government shall make no law respecting An Establishment of
psychology, philosophy, Or prohibiting free exercise of.
Freedom from: particularly the aligning of Government, establishing, making laws respecting, the human behavior
groups psychology, philosophy, through funding (trillions of tax dollars), through government employees, through status (
labeled as experts in human behavior ), through another vernacular describing human behavior, through grand buildings,
surroundings, indoctrination through coercive, compulsory, enforcing counseling, teaching, studies, instructing, experiments,
therapy, in government institutions, agencies, courts, jails, schools, especially colleges, universities. A democracy is lost,
when these same students by the millions, especially the last forty years, while growing older, voted in elections, base upon
their many false assumptions, influence to them through psychology, philosophy, of religion and morality. If this isn't
enough, overwhelming, swaying private institutions to submit to their assault and some individuals even become judges
striping our nation of the biblical morality heritage .
The free exercise of psychology, philosophy allows equal access for private citizens, to support and use private
funding only, to teach, instruct, counsel, individuals (voluntarily only), in government jails, schools, same as all other law
abiding human behavior groups, religious oriented or secular oriented, will have equal access to government institutions.
“No” government employee (especially teachers, professors), while on the job for the government is permitted to instruct,
teach, counsel in any human behavior group.
By
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07-23-2004
We the People
What Once Made America Unique and Great, Separatist, Liberty of Conscious, Non-Respecting of Establishments,
Biblical Morality Heritage
Beginnings of democracy in America was nurtured by religious people seeking religious freedom. In the old world,
a legacy of governments making laws respecting one particular establishment of Christianity, over all other establishments of
Christianity. The affect of religious centralized hierarchies aligned with governments, was terrorism, through banishment,
torture, murders such as roasting at the stake, even their ashes were thrown in the nearest rivers, the people who were
oppose.
A further expansion of a particular people among the religious, some obscure to many today and non-charismatic
individualists, their mental disposition to be free from a centralized religious hierarchies, within the church and wherever
they exist. Reason being is men in hierarchies would set up church sessions, presbyteries, synods, general assemblies
focusing power in the hands of a few. These would lord over upon multiple congregations, teaching rules, teachings,
deviating from the new covenant (arrangement) parameters of the spirit (mental disposition) of Jesus.
In differing regions of the world, since the early church to the 1800's, people possess and read the bible, forbidden
to read at times, by laws enacted by centralized religious hierarchies especially aligned with governments. By searching
diligently within the bible, leaving post-biblical religious teachings and traditions of man aside, were persuaded by the “two”
particular statements existing of Jesus. These statements were seen as giving authorization to his learners, pupils, known also
as apostles (delegates), to have authority to “bind and lose” constituting his spiritual kingdom, the church, for after Jesus'
death. The form of government in the apostles (delegates) writings, new covenant (arrangement), was congregational,
leaving standards, for choosing, electing able men of the congregation, by the congregation, and “only” for within the
congregation, for after the deaths of the apostles. These standards were for two types, the first type of men, were hands on,
taking care of the immediate needs of the local congregation, known as deacons, and the second type of men were known as
(elders-overseers-bishops), were to oversee their local congregation, that the parameters of the spirit (metal disposition) of
Christ were being applied. Most compelling to them that diligently search, the fact that the apostles (delegates) gave no
directive for (elders-overseers-bishops) to unite or the selection any one person to be distinguish as an official leader forming
a centralized hierarchy, to lord over multiple congregations, for after the apostles deaths. All centralized power was vested
only in Jesus the Lord, King and his apostles (delegates) words, in their constitution of writings, left behind.
These evidences, encourage, influenced people, to form independent local congregations in the old world, having no
centralize religious hierarchy. Many in concealment at times, due to great persecution from centralized religious hierarchies
aligned with the State and in the open in more forbearing nations. Of these people variances existed. Being persecuted some

left to the new world for more freedom.
The first of these kind, in America were the Pilgrims (1620) separatist (separate from the Church of England, more
tolerant of others), few years later the arrival (1628) of the Puritans not separatist (non-conformist, trying to purify the
church of England within, less tolerant of others), each Congregationalist, having independent local churches. However there
was no civil government in place in the new world as the old world, the venture into civil governing, resulted in a theocracy
after old covenant (arrangement). Resulting in the mixture of religious worship (reverence towards God, etc.) laws and civil
laws being combined.
Roger Williams was banished by the Puritans for liberty of conscious, a separatist in three regards 1) separate from
church of England, 2) separate from centralized religious centralized hierarchies within the church (Congregationalist) and 3)
seek separation from religious worship laws (particularly laws for reverencing God, mandatory infant baptism laws,
forbidden religious sect laws, mandatory oaths, etc.) within the magistrate government, contrast to laws of civil order.
Banished, shunned, freed from all centralized religious hierarchies over him, Roger Williams began the venture of
governing, allowing liberty of religious conscious. Those friendly to his cause joined him, he began the first colony in the
new world, where religious liberty was granted to all, allowing the practicing one's religion as one's conscious leads him.
As persecution slowly lessen in other colonies, separatist expanded, people freed themselves of centralize religious
hierarchies, from Baptist Associations, Methodist, Presbyterian (centralized hierarchies) and formed independent
congregations.
Shubail Starnes raised a Congregationalist, becoming a separate Baptist, a preacher who moved from Boston, then
through Virginia for brief time, and then in North Carolina in 1754 established a congregation. Starnes persuasion entered
Kentucky in 1785 by three preachers establishing separatist congregations that took the bible alone of persuasion and
practice, calling themselves separatist Baptist.
Another preacher James O'Kelly a friend of Thomas Jefferson, one writer says: "James O'Kelly had long lived on
the border between Virginia and North Carolina as a circuit preacher and presiding elder. His influence swayed the ministry
and people on both sides all along the line. He had been a devout and zealous man, an eloquent preacher and a strenuous
Methodist, a tireless laborer, and a heroic opposer of slavery, in 1784 said "Be well assured that slavery is a work of the
flesh, assisted by the devil; a mystery of iniquity, that works like witchcraft, to darken your understanding, and harden your
hearts against conviction." In Powhatan county, Virginia, on Dec 25th 1892 James O'Kelly and one half of those in
attendance walked out of a central religious Methodist conference.
A letter by James O'Kelly, concerning his resignation is addressed to Col. Hollowell Williams, of Currituck County,
North Carolina, a member of the North Carolina Convention of 1776, which framed the (Constitution of North Carolina, a
leading Methodist. It is as follows:
"No doubt you have heard I had resigned my place in the conference. I protested against a consolidated government,
or any one lord, or archbishop, claiming apostolic authority, declaring to have the keys. Thus our ministry have raised a
throne for bishops, which being a human invention, a deviation from Christ and dear Mr. Wesley, I cordially refuse to touch.
Liberty is worth contending for at the point of the sword in divers ways--monarchy, tyranny tumbling both in church and
kingdom--while our preachers are erecting a throne for gentlemen bishops in a future day, when, fixed with an independent
fortune, they may sit and lord it over God's heritage. I speak in the fear of God and feel for the dear people. (Signed) JAMES
O KEEI.Y.
Another pioneer Barton W. Stone on January 4, 1804 was author and signed the document “Last Will and
Testament of the Springfield Presbytery“ and established independent congregations in Kentucky, Tennessee, Alabama,
Ohio, and Southern Indiana, Illinois, and Missouri calling themselves “Christian churches”. Another group on Sept 7, 1809,
members of various denominations called themselves the Christian association of Washington Pa, led by the pioneer Thomas
Campbell a recent immigrant, influence by independent congregations in the old world and in-depth studies, adopted a
“Declaration and Address “which on May 4, 1811 constituted themselves as a independent local congregation, establishing
congregations calling themselves disciples of Christ-churches of Christ.
The mental disposition of the people to be free from centralized religious hierarchies, within church, then to the next
stage within government, of early religious Americans, began as a dim light flickering. Growing to an increasingly intense
beacon of liberty, a lighthouse of direction in America. Shining a path for safest harbor of conceiving, forming, and
continuing a democracy prioritizing the principle, government shall make no laws “respecting” an establishment of religion
or prohibiting the free exercise. The founding Fathers were sensitive to the plight of people, individuals and groups, their

rights taken away by centralized religious hierarchies aligned with the state, but approved the morality in new testament
writings.
The founding fathers would refer to themselves as Christians, 51 of 55--a full 93%, 28 Episcopalians, 8
Presbyterians, 7 Congregationalists, 2 Lutherans, 2 Dutch Reformed, 2 Methodists, 2 Roman Catholics. Sensing the will of
the people, in one hand conceived and formed a government of neutrality, “non-respecting” establishments of religion, and in
the other hand in their wisdom and foresight, formed a government, from biblical morality principles for civil order,
universally accepted among all the Christian groups, of the people, by the people. Using many biblical morality principles,
established, affirmed, rights, guidelines, laws from the bible of tried and tested through hundreds of generations of human
behavior, for man's relations, for daily living, for justice, for mercy. Resting upon the biblical morality, golden rule, mental
disposition “treating your follow man as you wanted to be treated“ on the bedrock of laws which protect the peace, harmony,
and happiness of marriages (the joining of the flesh of man with a woman) forbid prostitution, incest, bestiality,
homosexuality, polygamy and strongly discouraged adultery and divorce. The biblical morality inspired founding fathers,
gave acknowledgement and credit their source of these rights to the “Creator” in our “Declaration of Independence”.
By
John J Nowak
Roger Sherman (1721-93) was the only man to sign all 4 of America's founding documents. He signed the
Declaration of Independence, the Constitution of the United States, the Articles of Association, and the Articles of
Confederation. He was one of the five men selected as a committee to write and present the Declaration of Independence. His
Christianity was made evident in statements made by him such as the following: "I believe that there is only one living and
true God - - - That the scriptures of the old and new testaments are a revelation from God and a complete rule to direct us
how we may glorify and enjoy Him."1 Roger was a member of the Congregationalist church.2Roger Sherman seconded the
motion by Benjamin Franklin to start each session of Congress with prayer.3 that took place in 1787 at the Constitutional
Convention in Philadelphia during the 4 months that the U.S. Constitution was being written. Roger was one of the most
visible figures at that convention speaking 138 times. At 70 years old, he was elected as U.S. Senator from Connecticut in
1791 and served the people of his state faithfully for the next 2 years until his death. Roger Sherman openly challenged his
countrymen in a sermon that was published: "Let us live no more to ourselves, but to Him who loved us, and gave Himself to
die for us.

Fairly Compete for Private Funding and Trust
Of the People, by the People Only
08-03-2004
Government is unjust in making laws respecting the establishments of psychology and philosophy (tax supported by
trillions of dollars, big brother) to the insurmountable disadvantage over religion and morality. Psychology and philosophy
has become as a religion, a centralized hierarchy aligned with the state, as in the old world, government making laws
respecting them, giving them special status, placing them in some of the best built buildings and nicest surroundings, given
them employment for life (tenure), growing to super-colossal proportions, in the State run Universities across our country.
They are given a priestly exclusivity to indoctrinate, millions of young students many having feeble understandings of
religion and morality, who recently left home from parents supervision. Then if that's not enough, the news media declares,
proclaims, regularly announces, and affirms them as experts in human behavior and their affirmations to the world. The
affect of this on our elections is great, for many years to come these same men and woman will vote, many in what they been
indoctrinated by psychology, philosophy to believe about religion and morally. This unjust influence (especially trillions of
tax dollars) has cause great unconstitutional effect on our delicate, sensitive gage, called elections.
In the courts across our country, these so called experts instructed by as priest in the universities, are given central
stage, where citizens are force into subjection to them, being questioned against their will. Where citizens are place in duress,
in forcible confinement, force into mental subjection to their way of thinking, indoctrination, to this Big BROTHER, as
priest of the state.
People who in danger their lives, seems to be the “FEAR” the establishment of psychology in the universities, uses
to weasel their state alignment (trillions of tax dollars support).
There must be found a way to remove all this special alignment, respect, that government has afforded psychology
and philosophy. Where it can be found if needed in the most rarest, special circumstances, such as if someone is in danger
themselves, that a group of people employed by the state, will be given the most minimal task, of stabilization.
All other influences, counseling will be given strictly to groups who are “PRIVATE FUNDING ONLY”, religious
or secular. All human behavior groups, establishments secular or religious, particularly of psychology, philosophy, or of
religions, will only be on the outside of government, who fairly complete for private funding, the trust of the People, by the

People only. All law abiding groups religious or secular can then submit their name of their group and what they offer
(counseling as an example) on a list, which would be given to anyone who goes through the courts of our nation. Which
allows any individual to choose from the list for his or her counseling “private funded only”. (Exception could be in arm
services, in the very unique situation of wartime, each law abiding human behavior group secular or religious allowed some
equal funding for expenses such as travel, food, shelter.), to allowed timely access to individuals in wartime, upon their
voluntary request only). No longer will government force upon these individuals, citizens, one particular human behavior
group, selected by the government.
These guidelines will set our nation free from Government alignment with psychology and philosophy (tax
supported by trillions of dollars, big brother, which cause great unconstitutional effect on our delicate, sensitive gage,
elections).
by
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Philosophy and psychology of the State
9-27-2004
6-14-2005 updated
Colossians 2:8 Beware lest any man spoil you through philosophy and vain deceit, after the tradition of men, after the
rudiments of the world, and not after Christ.
Philosophy seeks to remove restraints of religion and its morality, psychology seeks to give solutions from a merely
short term human observation, and some in religion seek to put non-biblical morality restraints, traditions on people. These
have shunned Moses and Jesus' biblical reasoning principles, morality pertaining to when the moment a marriage occurs.
This has evolved into perceiving marriages begin at the moment of a part oath, part vow. Which has brought us into an age,
where the natural passion, cleaving, a woman being a virgin and a man being a virgin, became one flesh (sexual intercourse),
having no certificate or vow, is devalued to the point of merely nothing, merely sex. Due to false assumptions of biblical
morality, sake of careers, material wealth, and many other non-biblical morality reasons.
The government employee promoted philosophy and psychology and some in religion, have determined by their
own self reasoning, void of evidences in the bible, when is a marriage. They attack, torn down Moses and Jesus of Nazareth
morality, written words, which had witness a marriage occurs when became one flesh (sexual intercourse), particularly when
a woman being a virgin and a man himself a virgin .
Beginning hundreds of years ago, some in religion, leaning on their own understanding, outside of the written words
of Moses and Jesus Of Nazareth morality, created another moment when a marriage occurs, at the time of a part oath, part
vow, and so called covenant. Then philosophy which is a long time enemy of religion and morality, from age to age,
becomes a rave, but especially when government employee promoted philosophy, seduces many, to remove the restraints of
religion and morality. Then arrives very late on the scene compared to thousands of years, government employee promoted
psychology, fills the vacuum, a recent human behavior group, seducing the people even more, re labeling human behavior,
calling it words to the effect of merely sex, merely nothing. These forces in combination, along with the more recent
invention of contraceptives in effect create notions, false assumptions of free love, one night stands, that their is no marriage,
when occurs one flesh (sexual intercourse) . Where we evolved now to laws permitting the killing of the conceived child.
Which has transferred the same mentality from merely sex, merely nothing, too merely a baby, merely nothing?
This due to the unconstitutional overwhelming influence, indoctrination by government employee promoted
philosophy and psychology in government universities. Especially the last forty years, on the electorate, millions of young
men and woman, students, effectually causing a great sift in elections toward philosophy and psychology causes. Creating a
great divide in society, in elections, against the biblical morality heritage of Moses and Jesus of Nazareth of the people, “by”
the people in religion and morality.
Many youthful woman and men seen the government highly esteemed the pursuit of material wealth and
government so called experts proclaiming one flesh (sexual intercourse) as merely sex, merely nothing, many were
persuaded, convinced by government to leave their first. Many of the conceived babies were murdered, both of these human
behaviors are offered on the alter of the pursuit of material wealth, merely sex, merely nothing, free love.
These so called highly educated woman and men had gone out into the world and taught and practice their values of
merely sex, merely nothing, to millions of others, in less economic circumstances, resulted in even more dire, horrible
outcomes. This became a vicious circle, where government promoted psychology step in, which have instigated much of the
matter, claimed to be the heroes of the day, offered massive amounts of government tax dollar solutions, never seeing the
root of the problem, themselves.
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Psychology and Philosophy of the State
“by” Government Employees
Vs.
Religion and Morality
of the People, “by” the People
08-31-2004
Abraham Lincoln spoke a wisdom lesson straight from the scripture, repeating Jesus' words “a house divided
against itself cannot stand”. In the day of Lincoln there was a great injustice in the land, slavery, combined with
dehumanizing a whole race of people. This great injustice, made some think the only way to remove this plight on the land,
was to terrorize the masses, by starting an arm insurrection. Others of more noble character, thought in due time through
petitioning, putting their righteous cause to pen and paper, protest, in time the nation will be forced to face its evils, and
remove the stain on America's democracy, of kidnapping Africans to place them in slavery and dehumanization.
One hundred fifty years later, it can be said again “a house divided against itself cannot stand”. The house now is
not just one nation, but the host of nations under the banner of Democracy. Within these democracies, and in America, has
become a great house divided by psychology and philosophy of the State by government employees vs. religion and morality
of the People, by the people. The great polarizing divide IF both naturally of the people, by the people, would suffice.
However its not natural, it's government created, by Government making laws respecting, psychology and philosophy,
especially placing them in the government universities and courts across the host of democracies in the world. They are
placed on a pedestal, through government employees, who naturally seek self preservation of their government employment.
America is not imperialistic, it allows non-democracies to exist, and tries to have friendly ties, but exhorts them to
respect human rights, with hope citizens of these non-democracies will put pressure on their governments and will be won
over by the spirit of freedom in democracies. However their is an imperialistic nature, spirit that abounds in America and the
host of democracies, in the world, (no longer arming, warring for nations and lands) but imperialistic in regards to the mental
dispositions of their citizens.
Religions by their very nature are imperialistic for the hearts and minds of people, and so is psychology and
philosophy imperialistic for the those same hearts and minds. That being said, when Government makes laws respecting,
psychology and philosophy, placing government employees in charge of teaching psychology and philosophy, especially in
the government universities and courts across the host of democracies in the world, government has then taken religious and
morality empowerment from the people. No longer are the people, the origins of direction of the people, by the people, for
the people, but instead the government employees teaching psychology and philosophy, influences the millions of young
students of universities. When they grow older, tips the scale of elections in democracies in favor of the psychology and
philosophy's causes. Men in state run universities, who preach psychology, philosophy, want to be called teachers,
instructors, professors, men of higher learning, but when their paycheck comes from the government, they become BIG

GOVERNMENT, BIG BROTHER, not by the PEOPLE.
This unjust advantage democracies have given psychology and philosophy over religion and morality for so many
years now, has contributed to the armed insurrections, terrorism, violence against the host of democracies, but namely
America, because America is the pioneer leader among democracies in the world.
America is unique having both in the beginning of nationhood a non-respecting spirit, toward establishments of
religion and an universal accepted biblical morality heritage stronger then most countries. America is more equip by the
people, to defend the principles of biblical morality to a point. But sadly to our great lost, America has left the spirit of our
founding fathers, in making laws respecting recently the establishments of philosophy, psychology, causing to become a
colossal creation, establishment by government employees, attacking the nations' biblically morality and heritage by the
people.
As John Brown 150 years ago, also terrorist today, taps in the under current, the sense of the people around the
world, impatience of a just cause, defending religion and particularly morality. The terrorist use this cause to get sympathy,
to substantiate their very unjust causes, one particularly to create states around the world that make laws respecting one
particular establishment of religion. Instead of using non-violent protest, petitioning, they have cling onto an evil mentality
“let us do evil that good may come” whose condemnation by America is just.
However, will America see? She has gone off the mainstream spirit of neutrality toward establishments, chartered
by her founding fathers. Resulting in the primary source of this subversion around the world of religion and particularly
morality is from State making laws respecting the establishments of philosophy and psychology.
In some countries not having as strong a universally accepted biblical morality heritage or having a apologetic
heritage of governments once respecting particular establishments of religion, they are less effective; equip to fight off the
establishments of philosophy, psychology, a colossal creation of their governments, in their state run universities. Which
overwhelmingly tip their elections, toward causes against religion and morality.
I hope you may read carefully, consider this is one of the most important factors, necessary actions need to be
undertaken, to return the power back in the hands of the PEOPLE, and will also take away from the terrorist, use of this just
cause, weakening their support for their many unjust causes, especially their evil mentality “let us do evil the good may
come”.
If not for the grace of God, a few brave, religious courageous men in a plane above Pennsylvania, on 911, many
perhaps, a number of representatives, who read these letters, would not be here today. You owe them your duty to return our
nation back to the spirit of our founding fathers; government shall make no laws respecting an establishment. Particularly in
this age, philosophy, psychology, which has been made into an ultra-colossal government establishment in the state run
universities, attacking our nations and the world's biblical morality heritage of the people.
By
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The Light of the People, “by” the People to Shine Fully
09-01-2004
All state universities, colleges, (high schools, after school only), courts, institutions of the government, need to have
enacted into Federal law as “EQUAL, FAIR, LAW ABIDING, ORDERLY AND PEACABLE ACCESS ZONES of the
PEOPLE” for all human behavior groups by the people, from psychology, philosophy, religion.
No federal or state employees while on the job, in government, are permitted to instruct, counsel, indoctrinate,
concepts or principles, of any human behavior group. The exception the “biblical morality heritage of the founding fathers
forming our government” (determined by each individual state, with some federal guidance)
Government for to many years, has placed in the hands of government employees, in universities, taught a synopsis
of religions and morality of the world, then subvert and counteract religion and morality through teaching the philosophies of
the world, and finally through esteeming, promulgating the rudiments of the world, psychology, have created an ultra
colossal establishment “of” government and “by” government employees, unto itself, which overwhelms, replaces religion
and morality of the people, by the people.
In the beginning of our young nation, universities, institutions of higher learner, were primarily of the religious
people, private sector, were of the people, by the people, wasn't until 1801 the first state university was established, contrast
today there are many more institutions of higher learning in the hands of government employees propagating, indoctrinating,
programming philosophy and now much more recently psychology. The growing overwhelming affect is subversion of
religion and morality of the people, by the people. They have taking away from the people their full constitutional
“EMPOWERMENT” which is the origins, source of thought, principles, morality, government policy, power, is of the
PEOPLE, by the PEOPLE (through the private sector), where the people join, congregate, encourage, support, fund, and
entrust to become establishments, completing, on a fair equal playing field.
Instead government has selected philosophy and psychology and set them up in the universities, made them an
establishment unto itself, where government employees are doing the directing, promulgation, indoctrinating, programming
millions of young men and woman. Government employees from these high places, liken to thrones, are given status as
“experts” in human behavior, across our nation. When in their lofty positions of prominence, funded by taxes, they
indoctrinate, program the millions of young men and women, to become mentally subjugated for years to come, resulting in
our nations skewed election results.
Where once again much of the source of thought, policy, morality , power is sifted , redirected away from, of the
people, by the people, is stolen through government institutions, systematically given to big government, the employees of
the state.
By
John J Nowak

